GCAPP provides valuable group meetings to empower parents, guardians, youth-serving professionals and others to talk with children about sexuality and sex. Our goal is to increase the comfort level about topics that can be uncomfortable. From puberty to dating, here are examples of presentations that GCAPP can tailor to fit the needs of various groups.

- **Talk Early & Often:** Conversion Starters Every Parent Needs
- **Enough With Birds & Bees and Storks!** Age appropriate Ways to Have Factual Conversations With Your Kids
- **Adolescents and Sexual Violence: The Facts for Girls & Boys**
- **Risk-Taking Behaviors & Peer Influences:** What Every Parent Needs to Know
- **It’s Complicated… and Awkward, But it Doesn’t Have to Be:** How to Keep the Convos Going
- **Talking to Your Teen(s) in the Age of Me Too:** Consent, Boundaries & Relationships
- **Parents’ S.O.S!** Sex Ed Boot Camp
- **Saying on Top of it:** Conversations Around #Trending Things Facing Our Kids
- **Sex Et Cetera… and Adolescents**
- **Just the Facts:** From Puberty and Beyond, How to Navigate Awkward Conversations with Kids